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ABSTRACT
All known protools for Byzantine agreement (BA) among

n players require the message to be ommuniated at least


(n

2

) times, whih results in an overall ommuniation om-

plexity of at least 
(`n

2

) bits for an `-bit message. We

present the �rst BA protool in whih the message is om-

muniated only O(n) times (the hidden fator is less than

2). More onretely, for a given synhronous broadast pro-

tool whih ommuniates B(b) bits for reahing agreement

on a b-bit message with seurity parameter �, our onstru-

tion yields a synhronous BA protool with ommuniation

omplexity O(`n + nB(n + �)) bits. Our redution is in-

formation theoretially seure and tolerates up to t < n=2

orrupted players, whih is optimal for the onsensus variant

of BA. Although this resiliene is not optimal for the broad-

ast (Byzantine generals) variant, it is suÆient for most dis-

tributed appliations that involve BA protools sine they

typially require t < n=2.

ACM Classi�ation: C.2.4 [Computer-Communiation

Networks℄: Distributed Systems; F.2.2 [Analysis of Algo-

rithms and Problem Complexity℄: Nonnumerial Algorithms

and Problems;

General Terms: Algorithms, Performane, Reliability, Se-

urity, Theory.

Key words: Byzantine agreement, ommuniation om-

plexity, ryptographi seurity, information-theoreti seu-

rity.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Byzantine Agreement, Consensus, and
Broadcast

The problem of Byzantine agreement (BA), as originally

proposed by Pease, Shostak, and Lamport [PSL80℄, is the

following: n players P

1

; : : : ; P

n

want to reah agreement on

some message m, but up to t of the players are maliious

�
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and try to prevent the others from reahing agreement. The

misbehavior of players is modeled with a entral adversary

who orrupts up to t players and takes full ontrol over them.

There are two avors of the BA problem: In the broadast

(aka Byzantine generals) problem, a designated player (the

sender) holds an input message m, and all players should

learn m and agree on it. In the onsensus problem, every

player P

i

holds a (supposedly the same) messagem

i

, and the

players want to agree on this message. More formally, an

n-player protool is a broadast protool, when the following

properties are satis�ed:

� every honest P

i

eventually outputs a message m

i

(ter-

mination),

� the outputs of all honest players are equal, i.e., m

i

=

m

0

for some m

0

(onsisteny),

� if the sender is honest then m

0

= m (validity).

Analogously, an n-player protool is a onsensus protool,

when the following properties are satis�ed:

� every honest P

i

eventually outputs a message m

i

(ter-

mination),

� the outputs of all honest players are equal, i.e., m

i

=

m

0

for some m

0

(onsisteny),

� if every honest P

i

holds the same message m

i

= m for

some m, then m

0

= m (validity).

We say that a spei� protool tolerates up to t orrup-

tions when the above requirements are satis�ed even in pres-

ene of an adversary that orrupts up to t of the players.

Note that in prinipal, broadast an be ahieved for any

threshold t < n, whereas onsensus an be ahieved only

for t < n=2. However, within this limitation, broadast and

onsensus protools are mutually reduible: Given a onsen-

sus protool, a broadast protool an be onstruted as fol-

lows: First, the sender sends the message m to every player.

Then, the players use the onsensus protool to reah agree-

ment on m. On the other hand, given a broadast protool,

a onsensus protool an be onstruted as follows: First,

every player broadasts his message m

i

among all players.

Then every player de�nes as output the message that he has

reeived most often. Note that this redution requires n in-

voations to the broadast protool in order to realize one

single onsensus.

Broadast and onsensus are probably the most important

primitives in distributed ryptography. They are used in

almost any task that involves multiple players, like, e.g.,

voting, bidding, seure funtion evaluation, threshold key



generation et | just to mention a few. The restrition of

onsensus to at most t < n=2 orrupted players is usually no

drawbak sine the protool that invokes the onsensus sub-

protool often annot deal with more orruptions anyway.

1.2 Models and Bounds
We assume that the players are onneted with a om-

plete synhronous network of pairwise authentiated han-

nels. Complete means that eah pair of players shares a

hannel. Synhronous means that all players share a om-

mon lok and that the message delay in the network is

bounded by a onstant. We onsider both lassial models

distinguished by whether or not a publi-key infrastruture

(PKI) is set up among the players.

� In the model where no PKI is set up among the players,

information-theoretially seure onsensus (as well as

broadast) is ahievable if at most t < n=3 players

are orrupted. This bound annot be improved even

when only ryptographi seurity is required and/or

the pairwise hannels are seret.

� In the model where an information-theoreti PKI (i.e.,

a PKI with respet to an information-theoretially se-

ure pseudo-signature sheme [CR90, PW96℄) is set

up among the players, information-theoretially seure

onsensus is ahievable if t < n=2 players are or-

rupted. Broadast is even ahievable seure against

any number of orrupted players.

� In the model where a ryptographi PKI (i.e., a PKI

with respet to a ryptographially-seure signature

sheme) is set up among the players, ryptographi-

ally seure onsensus is ahievable if at most t < n=2

players are orrupted. Broadast is even ahievable for

any number of orrupted players.

Note that, in the latter two models, the pairwise han-

nels need not be authentiated sine authentiation an be

ahieved by exploiting the PKI.

1.3 Efficiency of Byzantine Agreement
We are interested in the ommuniation omplexity of BA

protools. The bit omplexity of a protool is de�ned as the

overall number of bits transmitted by all honest players dur-

ing the whole protool or, alternatively, the overall number

of bits reeived and proessed by all honest players. The

messages transmitted by orrupted players are only taken

into aount as far as they are atually read by an honest

player as, inherently, the adversary an make the orrupted

players send arbitrarily long messages.

In the model where no PKI is set up, both broadast and

onsensus among n players with t orruptions are ahiev-

able for t < n=3 with ommuniating O(`n

2

) bits, where `

denotes the length of the message [BGP92, CW92℄. These

protools are optimally-eÆient for ` = O(1) [DR85℄. In

the model with an information-theoreti PKI, onsensus on

` bits is possible for t < n=2 with O(`n

3

+n

7

�) bits of om-

muniation, and broadasting ` bits is possible for t < n

with O(`n

2

+ n

6

�) bits of ommuniation [PW96℄, where �

denotes the seurity parameter (i.e., the error probability

" < 2

��

`). In the model with a ryptographi PKI, on-

sensus is possible for t < n=2 with 
(`n

3

+ n

4

�) bits of

ommuniation, and broadast is possible for t < n with

O(`n

2

+ n

3

�) bits of ommuniation [DS83℄ | here, � de-

notes the length of a signature, whih is typially larger than

a seurity parameter in an information-theoreti protool.

All models have in ommon that the most eÆient known

BA protools require a ommuniation of at least 
(`n

2

)

bits for an ` bit message. For large `, this term dominates

the overall ommuniation omplexity.

1.4 Multi-Valued Byzantine Agreement
Broadast and onsensus are the probably most vital sub-

protools in many distributed appliations. However, in

real-life appliations typially agreement must be reahed

on long messages rather than on single bits. For exam-

ple, in a voting protool, the authorities must agree on the

set of all ballots to be tallied (whih an be gigabytes of

data). Multi-valued Byzantine agreement is also relevant

in seure multi-party omputation, where many broadast

invoations an be parallelized and thereby optimized to a

single invoation with a long message.

The �rst generi redution from long-message broad-

ast to short-message broadast was given by Turpin and

Coan [TC84℄. The idea of their redution is as follows: First,

the sender sends his input message m to every player. Se-

ond, every player ehoes the reeived message to every other

player. Third, every player broadasts one bit, depending

on whether or not he has reeived at least n � t idential

messages in the seond step. If at least n � t players have

seen at least n�t idential messages, then all players output

the message they have reeived most often. Otherwise, all

players output some default value, denoted as ?.

1

One an

easily verify that this protool is orret for t < n=3 (but

not for t < n=2). The ommuniation omplexity of the

protool is O(`n

2

+ nB(1)) bits for `-bit broadast.

An obvious approah towards a more eÆient redution

(where the message is ommuniated only O(n) times) is

as follows: The sender sends the message m bilaterally to

every player, and broadasts the hash value of m (using

some short-message broadast protool). Then, every player

broadasts one bit, indiating whether or not the message

he reeived �ts the broadasted hash value. If at least n �

t players aept the sender's message, then m is aepted

as the broadasted message; otherwise, the broadast failed

and all players set m =?. This approah su�ers from two

limitations: First, it requires a ryptographi hash funtion,

as broadasting for example a universal hash value does not

work (the sender ould derive two di�erent messages m and

m

0

�tting the hosen universal hash funtion). Seond, and

more importantly, even when the broadast was aepted,

there are up to t honest players who did not reeive m, and

the aepting players must deliverm to the rejeting players.

In the ase of t < n=2, there might be only a single honest

aepting player, so every aepting honest player must send

m to every rejeting player, whih sums up to 
(`n

2

) bits

of ommuniation.

1.5 Our Results
We present a redution for BA (broadast or onsensus)

with long messages to BA (broadast or onsensus) with

1

Typially, we assume ? to be outside of the domain of BA

in order to make this value distinguishable from a regular

outome. In order to rigorously omply with the de�nition

of BA, this symbol an be mapped to a default value inside

of the respetive domain.



short messages. Given a BA protool whih ommuniates

B(b) bits for reahing agreement on a b-bit message, we on-

strut a protool that reahes agreement on an `-bit message

with omplexity O(`n + nB(n + �)), where � denotes a se-

urity parameter. This is the �rst BA protool in whih the

message is ommuniated only O(n) times, in ontrast to

previous protools whih ommuniate the whole message at

least 
(n

2

) times. Communiating the message O(n) times

is optimal both for broadast and for onsensus; no protool

an ahieve broadast or onsensus of an `-bit message with

omplexity o(`n).

The round omplexity of the resulting protool is (up to

a onstant fator) the same as the round omplexity of the

underlying BA protool. In partiular, onstant-round BA

protools for short messages are transformed into very eÆ-

ient onstant-round BA protools for long messages.

2

The redution is information-theoretially seure with an

arbitrarily small error probability (negligible in the seurity

parameter). The redution is robust against an ative ad-

versary orrupting up to t < n=2 of the players, whih is

optimal for onsensus, but not optimal for broadast when

an appropriate key setup is established. We give a seurity

analysis only for the ase of a stati adversary that or-

rupts players at the beginning of the protool; however, the

protool is also seure with respet to an adaptive adversary

that an orrupt players during the protool exeution, given

that the employed broadast protool for short messages is

adaptively seure.

Applying our redution to the most eÆient BA protools

in the literature, this yields the following omplexities:

� In the model without key setup, information-

theoretially seure broadast and onsensus are possi-

ble for t < n=3 by ommuniating 
(`n

2

) bits [BGP92,

CW92℄. Our onstrution redues the required om-

muniation to O(`n+ n

3

(n+ �)).

� In the model with an information-theoreti key setup,

information-theoretially seure broadast is possible

for t < n by ommuniating 
(`n

2

+ n

6

�) bits, and

information-theoretially seure onsensus for t < n=2

requires 
(`n

3

+ n

7

�) bits [PW96℄. Our onstrution

redues the required ommuniation to O(`n+ n

7

�).

� In the model with a ryptographi publi-key setup,

ryptographially seure broadast is possible for t < n

by ommuniating 
(`n

2

+n

3

�) bits, and onsensus is

possible for t < n=2 by ommuniating 
(`n

3

+ n

4

�)

bits [DS83℄; Our onstrution redues the required

ommuniation to O(`n+ n

4

(n+ �)).

2. THE PROTOCOL IN A NUTSHELL
In this setion we present the main ideas and the stru-

ture of our protool. Tehnially, we onstrut an eÆient

onsensus protool for long messages based on aess to a

2

Note that the round omplexity of expeted onstant-round

BA protools is not preserved automatially, beause our

onstrution invokes the underlying BA protool O(n) times

in parallel. However, known BA protools with expeted

onstant rounds [FM89℄ an easily be modi�ed suh that

arbitrarily many parallel invoations require only expeted

onstant rounds (by using the same ommon oins for all

parallel instanes), whih suÆes to make our onstrution

expeted onstant round as well.

given (slow) broadast primitive for short messages. Note

that, with respet to the omplexity of the �nal protool,

this speial ase optimally represents all four possible ases

where the long-message protool as well as the short-message

protool are either broadast or onsensus. This is sine

broadast an be ahieved with one single invoation of on-

sensus.

The onstrution assumes authentiated hannels among

the players and blak-box aess to the given broadast

primitive; yielding a onsensus protool for t < n=2 that

is as seure as the given broadast protool | up to a neg-

ligible error probability.

3

The protool proeeds in three stages, where eah stage

brings the players \loser" to agreement. The protool may

be aborted in any stage when (provably) inonsistenies

among honest players' inputs are deteted. In this ase,

every player piks a default output message, denoted as ?.

In the sequel, we desribe the three stages. For the sake of

oniseness, we write P for the set of players and P

honest

�

P for the subset of honest players. Note that P

honest

is

typially not known and annot be omputed; we just use

it for the analysis of the protool. Furthermore, we denote

the inputs to the onsensus protool by m

i

and the outputs

by m

0

i

.

Checking Stage
In the Cheking Stage, the players in P ompare their respe-

tive messages and jointly determine an \aepting subset"

P

a

� P of size at least n� t, suh that all aepting play-

ers hold the same message, and all (honest) players holding

this message are aepting. This stage an be aborted when

inonsistenies among honest players are deteted. More

formally, the heking stage must satisfy the following prop-

erties:

(1) If all honest players P

i

2 P

honest

hold the same input

message m

i

= m, then the heking stage sueeds, i.e.,

does not abort (ompleteness).

(2) All aepting honest players P

i

2 P

a

\P

honest

hold the

same input message m

i

= m for some m (onsisteny).

(3) If all honest players P

i

2 P

honest

hold the same input

message m

i

= m, then they all aept, i.e., P

honest

�

P

a

(unambiguity).

Consolidation Stage
In the Consolidation Stage, the aepting players help the

other players to reeive the right message. This will result

in a (ommonly known) \happy subset" P

ok

� P, suh that

all happy players hold the same message, and the majority

of happy players is honest. Also this stage may be aborted

in ase of inonsistenies among the honest players' inputs.

4

More formally, the onsolidation stage must satisfy the fol-

lowing properties:

(4) If all honest players aept the heking stage, i.e.,

P

honest

� P

a

, then the onsolidation stage sueeds

(ompleteness).

3

Implying that, given broadast with resiliene t < n=3, the

resulting protool will ahieve only this resiliene as well.

4

We stress that we do not require that P

honest

� P

ok

, even if

all honest players hold the same input messagem

i

. The only

requirements are that all players in P

ok

(laim to) hold the

same (valid output) message m, and that a strit majority

of players in P

ok

is honest.



(5) All happy players P

i

2 P

ok

\ P

honest

hold the same

output message m

0

i

= m

0

for some m

0

(onsisteny).

(6) The output message m

0

is equal to the input message

m

i

of an aepting honest player P

i

2 P

a

\ P

honest

(validity).

(7) The majority of happy players is honest i.e., jP

ok

\

P

honest

j > jP

ok

j=2 (unambiguity).

Claiming Stage
In the Claiming Stage, the happy players distribute the mes-

sage to the unhappy players. In order to keep the ommu-

niation low, every happy player is distributing only part of

the message rather than the full-length message. This stage

will never be aborted. More formally, the laiming stage

must satisfy the following properties:

(8) All players P

i

2 P

honest

n P

ok

pik the same output

message m

0

i

= m

0

(onsisteny).

(9) The output message satis�es m

0

= m

0

i

for some honest

happy player P

i

2 P

ok

\ P

honest

(validity).

3. CHECKING STAGE

3.1 The Protocol
The goal of the heking stage is to identify a set P

a

� P

of size at least n�t, suh that all honest players in P

a

hold

the same input message m. Furthermore, P

a

must ontain

all honest players if they all hold the same message.

The heking protool is based on multilateral equality

heks. These equality heks will be realized with a family

of "-almost two-universal hash funtions [CW79℄. This is a

family U = fU

k

: k = 0; : : : ; 2

�

� 1g, where eah hash fun-

tion U

k

maps arbitrary strings f0; 1g

�

to �-bit strings. The

family is almost-universal when for any distint messages

m

1

and m

2

, the probability that the hash values U

k

(m

1

)

and U

k

(m

2

) are equal for a random key k 2 f0; : : : ; 2

�

� 1g,

is bounded by 2

��

`, where ` denotes the bit-length of the

longer message.

A universal hash funtion an for example be onstruted

as follows: The message m is interpreted as a polynomial

f

m

over GF(2

�

) with degree d

`

=

�

e.

5

The hash funtion is

de�ned as U

k

(m) = f

m

(k). The probability that two given

messages ollide on a randomly hosen key is 2

��

� d

`

=

�

e.

The protool for the heking stage is given in the box

\Protool Cheking".

3.2 Security Analysis
We prove that the protool satis�es the requirements (1){

(3) of Setion 2:

(1) Completeness: Assume that all honest players P

i

2

P

honest

hold input m

i

= m for some m. Then every

broadasted hash value h

i

will either math all m

i

or

no m

i

.

6

Hene, every P

i

2 P

honest

will broadast the

same vetor ~v

i

, and there are at least jP

honest

j � n� t

suh vetors, and the stage sueeds.

5

In order to guarantee that the polynomials f

m

and f

m

0

for

two di�erent messages m 6= m

0

di�er, we append a 1-bit to

the message.

6

Note that all honest players reeive the same hash values

h

i

, as a broadast protool (for short messages) is used for

distributing h

i

.

Protocol Checking
1. Every player P

i

2 P selets at random a key k

for a universal hash funtion U

k

, omputes h

i

=

(k; U

k

(m

i

)), and broadasts h

i

using the given

broadast protool.

2. Every player P

j

2 P heks the reeived hash val-

ues against his own message m

j

and prepares a

vetor ~v

j

2 faept; rejetg

n

, where the i-th en-

try in the vetor denotes whether or not P

i

's hash

value is onsistent with P

j

's message. Note that

the j-th position of ~v

j

is always aept. Finally, P

j

broadasts the vetor ~v

j

among all players in P.

3. If at least n � t of the broadasted vetors are

equal (and ~v

i

has aept in the i-th position), we

denote this vetor by ~v and denote the set of play-

ers broadasting ~v by P

a

. Otherwise, we abort

the heking stage.

(2) Consisteny: If two honest players P

i

; P

j

2 P

honest

hold di�erent input messages m

i

6= m

j

, then with high

probability, P

i

will not aept the hash value broad-

asted by P

j

, and vie versa. However, both P

i

and P

j

will aept their own hash value. Hene, the vetors ~v

i

and ~v

j

will be di�erent, and either P

i

or P

j

(or both)

will not aept the heking stage, i.e., fP

i

; P

j

g 6� P

a

.

(3) Unambiguity: Aording to the proof of (1), we know

that if all honest players P

i

2 P

honest

hold the same

input message m

i

, then they will broadast the same

vetor ~v

i

, and all honest players will aept, i.e.,

P

honest

� P

a

.

3.3 Communication Complexity
The heking protool ommuniates 2nB(�) + nB(n)

bits, where B(b) denotes the ommuniation omplexity for

broadasting a b-bit message with the short-message broad-

ast protool.

4. CONSOLIDATION STAGE

4.1 The Protocol
In the onsolidation stage, the (at least) n � t aepting

players in P

a

(who all hold the same message m) help the

other players to learn the message. However, in order to

keep the message omplexity small, we will allow every a-

epting player to help only one non-aepting player. There-

fore, we assign an aepting player to every non-aepting

player. This is formalized with an injetive mapping fun-

tion � : (P nP

a

! P

a

). For example, the player with the

smallest index in P nP

a

is assoiated with the player with

the smallest index in P

a

, et. The protool for the onsol-

idation stage is given in the box \Protool Consolidation".

4.2 Security Analysis
We prove that the protool satis�es the requirements (4){

(7) of Setion 2. We again stress that we do not require

P

honest

� P

ok

(it might be that P

ok

ontains just a single

player, who then is honest and knows the valid message m).

(4) Completeness: Reall that all honest aepting players

P

i

2 P

a

\ P

honest

hold the same message m

i

= m.



Protocol Consolidation
1. For every non-aepting player P

j

2 (PnP

a

), the

aepting player P

i

= �(P

j

) sends m = m

i

to P

j

,

who denotes the reeived message with m

?

j

.

2. Every player P

j

2 (P n P

a

) (uniformly) selets a

random key k de�ning the hash funtion U

k

, and

omputes and broadasts h

j

= (k; U

k

(m

?

j

)).

3. Every player P

i

2 P

a

heks every h

j

against

the message m = m

i

, and broadasts a vetor

~v

i

2 faept; rejetg

jPnP

a

j

, where the j-th en-

try indiates whether or not the j-th hash value

mathes m.

4. If at least n�t of the broadasted vetors are equal,

we denote this vetor by ~v. Let P

rej

� (P n P

a

)

denote those players whose orresponding entry in

~v is rejet. We set P

ok

= (P n P

rej

n f�(P

j

) :

P

j

2 P

rej

g). Every player P

i

2 P

ok

\ P

a

sets

his output message m

0

i

= m

i

, and every player

P

i

2 (P

ok

n P

a

) sets m

0

i

= m

?

i

. If no n � t of the

broadasted vetors are equal, the onsolidation

stage is aborted.

Hene, whatever hash values h

i

are broadasted in

Step 2 of the onsolidation protool, all honest play-

ers in P

a

will broadast the same vetors ~v

j

. If

P

honest

� P

a

, there are at least jP

honest

j � n � t

idential vetors ~v

j

, and the onsolidation stage su-

eeds.

(5) Consisteny: Let m denote the message of the honest

players in P

a

. Consider an arbitrary honest happy

player P

j

2 P

ok

\ P

honest

. If P

j

2 P

a

, then m

0

j

=

m

j

= m. If P

j

=2 P

a

, then P

j

has reeived m

j

from

�(P

j

) in Step 2 of the Consolidation protool. As P

j

2

P

ok

, the hash value of m

j

has been on�rmed by at

least n � t (> t) players in P

a

, hene at least one

honest player P

i

(holding m

i

= m) has on�rmed m

j

,

what means that with overwhelming probability, m

j

=

m.

(6) Validity: As shown in the proof of (5), all honest happy

players P

i

2 P

ok

\P

honest

set m

0

i

= m, where m is the

message held by every honest player in P

a

.

(7) Unambiguity: Consider the set P n P

ok

. This set on-

sists of pairs fP

i

;P

j

g with P

i

= �(P

j

), where P

j

's

hash was rejeted by at least n � t players in P

a

,

hene by at least one honest player (n� t > t). Hene

either P

i

is orrupted (and did not send the message

m

i

= m to P

j

), or P

j

is orrupted (and did not broad-

ast the orret hash value of the reeived message).

As at least half of the players in P nP

ok

are orrupted,

but the majority of players in P is honest, it follows

that the majority of players in P

ok

is honest.

4.3 Communication Complexity
The onsolidation protool ommuniates `n+ 2nB(�) +

nB(n) bits.

5. CLAIMING STAGE
In the laiming stage, the players in P n P

ok

must have

the possibility to reeive the message. However, we annot

allow these players to ask any player in P

ok

for the message,

beause orrupted players ould misuse this freedom to ask

every player for the message, whih would imply the om-

muniation of 
(`n

2

) bits. We apply a trik to redue the

ommuniation omplexity.

The message m is transformed into a polynomial f

m

over

GF(2



) with degree d � 1 for appropriate values  and d.

7

In order to ompute the polynomial and thus the mes-

sage, one needs d points on this polynomial, so we set

d = d(jP

ok

j + 1)=2e, and  = d(` + 1)=de. Every player

P

i

2 P

ok

sends f

m

(i) to every player in P n P

ok

. The re-

eiving player an (with help of the other players in P

ok

)

distinguish good points from bad points, and ends up with

d(jP

ok

j+ 1)=2e good points, whih help him interpolate f

m

and derive m. The protool for the laiming stage is given

in the box \Protool Claiming".

Protocol Claiming
1. Every P

i

2 P

ok

omputes , d, and f

m

as desribed

above, and sends the -bit piee y

i

= f

m

(i) to

every P

j

2 (P n P

ok

).

2. Every P

i

2 P

ok

selets at random a key k for a uni-

versal hash funtion U

k

, omputes the hash value

h

i

= (k; U

k

(f

m

(1)); : : : ; U

k

(f

m

(n))), and sends it

to every P

j

2 (P n P

ok

).

3. Every P

j

2 (P n P

ok

) heks eah piee y

i

(for

eah i with P

i

2 P

ok

) against the i-th entry of ev-

ery hash value h

m

(for eah m with P

m

2 P

ok

). If

more than jP

ok

j=2 of the hash values math a piee

y

i

, then the piee is aepted, otherwise rejeted.

Then P

j

interpolates the polynomial f

m

from the

(at least) d aepted piees y

i

and derives his out-

put message m

0

j

.

5.1 Security Analysis
The majority of players in P

ok

is honest, so a good piee

y

i

of an honest player P

i

2 P

ok

will be on�rmed by the ma-

jority of players in P

ok

. Hene, P

j

will aept all piees y

i

of honest players P

i

. As all honest players P

i

hold the same

message m

i

= m, all these piees indeed lie on a polynomial

of degree d � 1, and the d piees allow a unique interpola-

tion of this polynomial, and a orret reonstrution of the

message m.

5.2 Communication Complexity
The laiming protool ommuniates (`+ n)n+ n

3

� bits.

6. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The ommuniation omplexity of eah stage is given in

the following table:

Cheking 2nB(�) + nB(n) bits

Consolidation `n+ 2nB(�) + nB(n) bits

Claiming (`+ n)n+ n

3

� bits

Total 4nB(�) + 2nB(n) + 2`n+ n

3

�+n

2

bits

7

Again, we append a 1-bit to the message.



This is less than 2`n + 6nB(n + �) + n

3

� + n

2

. As all

broadast protools in the literature have omplexity at least

n

2

per broadasted bit, we an write the omplexity of our

onsensus protool as O(`n + nB(� + n)). One an easily

transform this onsensus protool into a broadast protool

with the same omplexity.

The following table states the overall bit omplexities for

agreeing on an `-bit message with seurity parameter �, both

for the most eÆient protools in the literature and for the

protool presented in this paper (instantiated with the most

eÆient BA protool). Note that \our" protool has the

same omplexity for onsensus and for broadast.

Model

Lit.

Broadast

Consensus

Ours

no PKI

[BGP92℄,

[CW92℄


(`n

2

)


(`n

2

)

O(`n+n

3

(n+�))

i.t. PKI [PW96℄


(`n

2

+n

6

�)


(`n

3

+n

7

�)

O(`n+n

7

�)

rypt. PKI [DS83℄


(`n

3

�)


(`n

4

�)

O(`n+n

4

(n+�))

The following table indiates a lower bound on the mes-

sage size ` suh that our protool is stritly better than

previously ahieved.

Model `

no PKI !(n(n+�))

i.t. PKI !(n

5

�)

rypt. PKI !(n

2

(n+ �))

7. LOWER BOUNDS
In this setion we prove that any broadast or onsensus

protool whih tolerates a onstant fration of the players

to be orrupted (i.e., t 2 
(n)), requires the ommuniation

of at least 
(`n) bits for agreeing on an `-bit message.

7.1 The Broadcast Case
The broadast ase is trivial: Every player P

i

2 P must

learn the `-bit message, hene the protool requires the om-

muniation of 
(`n) bits.

7.2 The Consensus Case
In the onsensus ase, onsider the following setting: In

a protool with n players, all but t players start with the

same message m. If these t players are orrupted, then the

protool would not need to ommuniate at all, and every

player ould output m. If these t players are honest, then

the protool would not need to ommuniate at all, and

every player ould output, say, ?. However, these two ases

are indistinguishable. Hene the protool must ensure that

the t players not knowing the message learn the message.

Therefore, eah of these t players must reeive the message,

whih (for t 2 
(n)) requires the ommuniation of 
(`n)

bits.

8. CONCLUSIONS & OPEN PROBLEMS
We have proposed a redution that onverts any broadast

protool into a highly eÆient onsensus protool for long

messages. The redution is onstant-round and information-

theoretially seure, for a negligibly small error probability.

The redution immediately yields broadast and onsen-

sus protools for n players, in whih the message is om-

muniated only O(n) times. This improves on all previous

known protools that require the message to be transmit-

ted at least 
(n

2

) times. Communiating the message only

O(n) times is optimal both for broadast and for onsensus.

It seems that the redution is also possible in the asyn-

hronous world; however, this is left as an open problem.
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